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NEW LABEL
FRA501 
Barcode: 3770002 003015
BLURAY
FRA001
Barcode: 3770002 003008
DVD PRICE
Format: digipack + slipcase
Booklet: 32 pages in 5 languages    
Timing : 66'14''      
+ interview with William Christie & Deborah 
Warner (23')
       

PURCELL Dido & Aeneas
Choir and orchestra Les Arts Florissants /  
William Christie
Stage Director Deborah Warner

Libretto by Nahum Tate based on a story by Virgile
Sets and Costumes Chloé Obolensky
Lighting Jean Kalman
Coproduction with Netherlands Opera, Amsterdam, Production 
adapted for Vienna Festival May 2006

Prologue  Fiona SHAW
Dido   Malena Ernman
Aeneas  Christopher Maltman
Belinda  Judith Van Wanroij
Sorceress  Hilary Summers
2nd Woman  Lina Markeby
1st Witch  Céline Ricci
2nd Witch  Ana Quintans
Sailor   Damian Whiteley
Spirit   Marc Mauilon
Acrobats: Sébastien Bruas, Romulo Pelizza, Loïc Reiter, 
Willy Grasman, Nicolas Comicci, Tomas Van Uden
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AN ABSOLUTE MASTERPIECE
A genius with the ability to combine French and Italian influences in an art that transported the English lan-
guage, Purcell may be William Christie's favourite composer. This production of Dido and Aeneas, directed by 
Deborah Warner and interpreted by Les Arts Florissants, was overwhelmingly acclaimed when created at 
the Vienna Festival in 2006 and again when repeated at the Opéra Comique in 2008. This short opera, one 
of the earrliest, is particularly dear to William Christie who has recorded and directed it on several occa-
sions. 
Brilliant stage direction by Deborah Warner combines various time spaces in the 17th century with the  
present day, enhanced by the subtle lighting schemes of Jean Kalman. The elegant, production for television 
by François Roussillon entirely sustains the stage direction and music bringing to life the performance 
recorded in December 2008 at the Opéra Comique.

CONCERTS:  26th November Barbican Centre Les Arts Florissants 



BAC452
Barcode: 3760115304529

BLURAY
Colour 16/9 - PCM STEREO, DTS HD MASTER

AUDIO 5.1
BAC052

Barcode: 3760115300521
DVD 

Colour, 16/9, NTSC - PCM STEREO, DOLBY
DIGITAL 5.1, DTS 5.1

Opera 104 minutes, Bonus : Backstage & interviews
Subtitles : FR, ENG, DE, SP, IT

Illustrated booklet: FR, ENG, IT

Christoph W. GLUCK 
Orphée & Eurydice
Sung in french
Libretto Pierre-Louis Moline
Theatrical and musical adaptation in one prologue and three acts by 
David Alagna
Filmed in High Definition at the Bologna Opera, January 2008

Orpheus  Roberto Alagna (tenor)
Eurydice  Serena Gamberoni (soprano)
The Guide  Marc Barrard (baritone)
        

Teatro Comunale di Bologna Orchestra / Giampaolo Bisanti

THE PERFORMANCE: Roberto Alagna as Orpheus in his brother David's new version of Gluck’s 
masterpiece. A major event recorded in Bologna.
Opting for the French-language version of Orpheus, David Alagna was faced with the task of achieving an  
appropriately subtle adaptation. In a plot transposed to the present day, Eurydice dies in a car accident on the 
day of her wedding and Orpheus's quest for his beloved is a dream beginning and ending at the cemetery. No 
happy ending in this interpretation, but a new approach to characterisation: Amore, sung by a baritone, 
becomes a funeral parlour employee and Orpheus' guide.  Orpheus, of course, loses his loved one forever by 
turning to look back.
World famous tenor Roberto Alagna throws himself body and soul into this production. His incredible vitality, 
flawless timbre and diction make him a great Orpheus. His partner, young Italian soprano Serena Gamberoni, is 
simply stunning as Eurydice, while French baritone Marc Barrard is suitably terrifying as the guide to the 
Underworld. The orchestra is conducted by Giampaolo Bisanti, who masterfully brings out all Gluck's poetry, 
romantic melancholy and depth. 
A co-production with the Montpellier Opera.
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2057558
Barcode: 880242575586
NORMAL PRICE DVD
NTSC 4:3, PCM Stereo, DD 5.1, DTS 5.1
Region code: 0, Audience: all
Booklet notes: English, German, French
Running time: 87 mins
       

BERLIOZ Symphonie fantastique Op. 14
RAMEAU Les Boréades Ballet Suite
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra /    
Simon Rattle (conductor)
Recorded live at the Philharmonie, Berlin, 6-8 November 1993

This 1993 recording must be hailed as a document of 
supreme historical importance as it is the first  
audio-visual live recording of a concert given by Sir 
Simon Rattle and the Berlin Philharmonic. Six years later 
the orchestra voted by a large majority to appoint Rattle 
its new principal conductor and artistic director in  
succession to Claudio Abbado. Even at this early date 
Rattle was already attracting attention not only with
masterly conducting but also with extremely interesting 
programming. In the present programme, for example, he 
combines the final work by Jean-Philippe Rameau,
a composer who raised the music of the French 
Baroque to a level never to be surpassed,

with the famous Symphonie fantastique by Hector Berlioz, who, only 26 at the time of the work’s composition, 
was soon to be acclaimed as one of the “musicians of the future”.      
               
ALSO AVAILABLE: 2056798 RATTLE / Borodin / Mussorgsky / Shostakovich 
“…this is a sophisticated Russian New Year’s Eve event from Berlin…the brushstrokes are accom-
plished and always thoughtful” BBC MM July 09 ****/****

 “Technically speaking this is an outstanding issue…picture quality and colour balance are excep-
tional…the sound-picture [is] clear and truthfully balanced…The Berlin Philharmonic’s playing is as 
impressive as ever…Simon Rattle is as charismatic as ever…it is a joy to watch him engaging so obvi-
ously with Borodin’s languorous Oriental melodies…” Intl Record Review

"In Berlin, we are trying to reach the spirit of these scores. The Orchestra may have felt inferior until recently 
in this repertoire. As a result, almost everything remains to be done. The Berlin Philharmonic has to find this 
clarity, this lightness that one can compare to a bird's flight." Sir Simon Rattle
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2051958
Barcode: 880242519580
NORMAL PRICE DVD

NTSC 16:9, PCM Stereo, DD 5.1, DTS 5.1
Region code: 0, Audience: all
Language: German (Bonus)

Subtitles: English, German, French, Spanish, Italian
Booklet notes: English, German, French

Running time: 112 mins + 20 mins (Bonus)

       

ABBADO CONDUCTS BRAHMS & 
DVORÁK
BRAHMS Violin Concerto Op.77
DVORAK Symphony No. 9 'From the New World'
BEETHOVEN 'Egmont' Overture
VERDI Overture to 'Les Vepres siciliennes'
        

Gil Shaham (violin);      
 Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra / Claudio 
Abbado
Recorded live at the Teatro Massimo, Palermo, 1 May 2002
        

The Berlin Philharmonic annual European Concerts 
are intended to recall the date on which the orchestra 
was founded, 1st May 1882, with a performance being 
given on this day in a different town or city of   
particular cultural and historical importance. In 2002 it 
was the turn of the Teatro Massimo in Palermo, one of 
Europe’s most important opera houses both artistically 
and architecturally. In a programme of much-loved 
pieces from the classical repertoire, with the   
celebrated Gil Shaham as soloist, Abbado once again 
demonstrated how he upheld the unsurpassed  
orchestral tradition of the BPO with his profound 
music-making.
Viewers of this concert, broadcast all over Europe, 
were inspired to see the maestro so relaxed,   
gesticulating so emphatically. This was the last time in 
his 12 years as the orchestra’s artistic director that the 
revered Italian maestro Claudio Abbado conducted a 
European Concert.       
  Bonus Film: A Portrait of Palermo

Beethoven Complete Symphonies   
also with the BPO:

“…The good news is that Medici Arts’ 
rebrand is cannily priced, undercutting all 
corners…The surprise is not the 
Mediterranean luminosity and scrupulous 
attention to detail – one expects nothing 
less from this source – but the animating 
sense of line…” Gramophone May 2009
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2053198
Barcode: 880242531988
NORMAL DVD PRICE
NTSC 16:9, DD 2.0, DTS 5.1
Region code: 0, Audience: all
Languages: Spanish, German
Subtitles: English, French, Italian
Running time: 98 mins
       

CABALLÉ - BEYOND MUSIC
A Film by Antonio Farré
Montserrat Caballé with Claudio Abbado, José 
Carreras, Plácido Domingo, Renée Fleming, Zubin 
Mehta, Freddie Mercury, Mstislav Rostropovich, 
Cheryl Studer, Giuseppe di Stefano, Joan Sutherland 
        

A documentary featuring one of the finest Spanish  
voices of recent times. The film accompanies Montserrat 
Caballé on a trip through the most significant cities,  
historical performances and audio recordings of her life. 
We witness her in conversation, in numerous historic 
performances and, through the testimonies of friends 
and fellow musicians, gain a deeper understanding of 
Montserrat the person and Caballé the artist.
Caballé Beyond Music includes an exclusive selection of 
legendary audiovisual archives, some of them  

unpublished, which constitute probably the best operatic moments in existence.
This film is a complex and passionate portrait of a woman who can only be described as a myth. Yet the 
objective is to get the truth which lies beyond the myth of this extraordinary performer - her sensitivity and 
vitality underscore her uncontested place as one of the greatest communicators of the 20th Century.

"Music is magic and it is a privilege to live with it. With this film I wish to share with you the most 
important moments in my career, which are also the best moments of my life." 
Montserrat Caballé
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2050208
Barcode: 880242502087
NORMAL DVD PRICE 

NTSC - 4:3 (b/w), Dolby Digital 2.0
Region code: 0, Audience: all

Language: English, German, French, Italian, Spanish
Booklet notes: English, German, French

Running time: 170 mins
         

BELCANTO - TENORS OF THE 78 ERA - 
PART I
Enrico Caruso, Beniamino Gigli, Tito Schipa, Léo Slezak, 
Joseph Schmidt, Richard Tauber
        

Rediscover some of the most beautiful tenor voices of the 
1920-1950s, the golden age of 78 rpm records, in a very rich 
documentary with video excerpts, archive amterial and 
interviews.
The outstanding tenors of the 78 era are introduced and 
analysed artistically in thirteen episodes, in a two-volume 
edition with the first 6 episodes on this DVD.
Each episode has a biographical and a musical point of focus. 
The biographical is illustrated with a scene which conveys 
the atmosphere of the singer's world and through   
conversations with family and friends. The musical point 
originates through conversations with contemporary singers 
and teachers.
Every episode contains numerous musical examples (backed 
up with footage, much of which is shown here for the very 
first time) and film cuts as well as the analysis of a   
representative recording in full length of the artist.

	 	 2050218
Barcode: 880242502186
NORMAL PRICE DVD 

NTSC 4:3 (b/w), Dolby Digital 2.0
Region code: 0, Audience: all

Language: English, German, French, Italian, Spanish
Booklet notes: English, German, French

Running time: 200 mins
        

BELCANTO - TENORS OF THE 78 ERA - 
PART II
Lauritz Melchior, Helge Rosvænge, Jussi Björling, John 
McCormack, Georges Thill, Ivan Kozlovsky+++

"No other video about opera singers matches the depth and breadth of "The Tenors of the 78 Era", 
no other was produced so lavishly. […] This is a series to enjoy, study and watch repeatedly.
Beautifully photographed, it makes a stupendous gift." Stefan Zucker, Belcanto Society

"Though few record collectors or veteran operagoers will need reminding of the greatness and 
importance of Caruso or Bjoerling, this series is valuable in spotlighting such less-familiar but equally 
important singers." John Ardoin, The Dallas Morning News
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2050578
Barcode: 880242505781
NORMAL PRICE DVD 
NTSC 16:9, PCM Stereo, DD 5.1, DTS 5.1
Region code: 0, Audience: all
Booklet notes: English, German, French
Running time: 115 mins
       

Sergei PROKOFIEV 
Romeo and Juliet
Choreography: Kenneth MacMillan
       

Alessandra Ferri (Juliet); Angel Corella (Romeo);  
Michele Villanova (Mercutio); Alessandro Grillo (Benvolio); 
Gianni Ghisleni (Tybalt); Bryan Hewison (Paris);
Corpo di Ballo del Teatro alla Scala,    
Orchestra del Teatro alla Scala / David Garforth 
(conductor)
Recorded live at the Teatro alla Scala, Milan, January 2000

The revival of the classic version of Prokofiev's Romeo 
and Juliet, by renowned choreographer Kenneth 
MacMillan, enjoyed a phenomenal success at La Scala 
in January 2000; it was the first time that Alessandra 
Ferri and Angel Corella, acclaimed stars of the 
American Ballet Theatre, danced together on stage.
Romeo is one of the favourite roles of the Spanish 
dancer Angel Corella, and, indeed, the part of the fiery 
young man seems tailor-made for him. He combines 
virtuoso technique with well-defined performance 
qualities, and it is easy to believe his assertion that he 
loves being an actor as much as he loves being a danc-
er.
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BAC603
Barcode: 3760115306035
3 DVDS 
        

THE BOLSHOI BALLET GOLD EDITION BOX SET
Including The Pharaoh's Daughter, Pique Dame, Bolt
Cesare PUGNI - The Pharaoh's Daughter
Choreographer: Pierre Lacotte d'après Marius Petipa
Filmed at the Bolshoi Theatre with: Zaharova Svetlana, Filin Sergey, Yanin Gennady,…
Conductor: Alexander Sotnokov
Pique Dame
TCHAIKOVSKY Symphony No. 6 'Pathétique' 
Svetlana Lunkina, Yan Godovsky, Soloists, dancers and Orchestra of Bolshoi Theatre 
Moscow Conductor: Vladimir Andropov
SHOSTAKOVICH The Bolt 
Choreography Alexei Ratmansky, The Bolshoi Ballet, Orchestra of the state theatre 
Bolshoi, Moscow Conductor Pavel Sorokin
          

"First-rate filming and sound are further enriched by riveting 
archive footage in the short film that provides the other 
extra." BBC Music Magazine
          

     "this French recording finds the Bolshoi's artists at their dedicated 
best." Financial Times

BAC605
Barcode: 3760115306059

2 DVDS FOR 1          
LES BALLETS TROCKADERO, vols I & II
Les Sylphides, Le Grand Pas de Quatre, Paquita, The dying Swan, Yes Virginia, Another 
Piano Ballet, Swan Lake-act II, Le Corsaire, Go for Barocco, Raymonda's Wedding
Czech Philharmonic Chamber Orchestra / Pierre Michel Durand
         

Issued separately earlier this year, now available as a specially priced 
box set. 
"best fun for both balletomanes and balletophobes: the jokes 
(with not a little malice used to leaven the dancing) are  
cunningly truthful." Financial Times

BAC045 
Barcode: 3760115300453
4 DVDS FOR 2
NTSC, All zones
Dolby stereo / Dolby 5.1
Subtitles Eng, Ger, Spa
ARIANE MNOUCHKINE
The Ephemerals 
Jean-Jacques Lemêtre & Le Théâtre du Soleil
         

Théâtre du Soleil's most recent production has been leading a 
nomadic life, touring from Athens to the Avignon Festival, from 
Buenos Aires to Rio de Janeiro or New York, meeting with triumph 
at every turn, both in France and abroad.
However, the very first performances of Les Ephémères (The 
Ephemerals) in December 2006 surprised, and even perplexed, the 
home audience. Neither the form nor the content corresponded 
with what they themselves thought they should expect - even 
though at the ritual meeting with the audience given so generously 
by Ariane Mnouchkine several weeks before opening night, she had 
warned them that this time, it was going to be totally different!
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GRAMOPHONE

	 	 	 	 	
GRAMOPHONE	CRITICS'	CHOICE	2009
HMC902025/27		 	 	 	
Beethoven	Complete	Violin	Sonatas	
Isabelle Faust, Alexander Melnikov  			
HMU807496			 	 	 	 	
David	Lang	Little	Match	Girl	Passion			 ToV, Ars 
Nova Copenhagen/Hillier					

Glossa	GCD921525		 Handel	Italian	Cantatas	Vol	5	La Risonanza/Bonizzoni																					
Mirare	MIR088		 	 W	F	Bach	Fantaisies,	Fugues,	Polonaises	Maude Gratton    										
Mirare	MIR085		 	 Bach	Harpsichord	Concertos	Stradivaria/Bertrand Cuiller 																
Paradizo	PA0007		 	 A	French	Collection	Skip Sempe  																																						
Signum	SIGCD160			 Korngold	Sonnet	fur	Wien	Sarah Connolly, Iain Burnside 		
Signum	SIGCD159			 Hindemith	Britten Sinfonia  																																		
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
INTERNATIONAL	PIANO	AWARDS	2009	
DVD	OF	THE	YEAR	PERFORMANCE	CATEGORY	WINNER:
Medici	Arts	ALFRED	BRENDEL	Plays	and	introduces	Schubert,	vols.1-5
[2057808,	2057818,	2057828,	2057838,	2057848]	
“…Played	like	this,	impassioned	and	unconstrained,	Schubert	emerges	as	a		
flesh-and-blood	composer	of	shattering	emotional	resource…for	anyone	who	
cares	deeply	about	this	music,	these	DVDs	are	an	essential	purchase”		
International	Piano	Sep/Oct	09

SIGCD174	Don't	talk,	just	listen	/	The Clerks 	

BBC MUSIC
SIGCD172	Grieg,	Rachmaninov	Cello	Sonatas		 	
Jamie Walton (cello); Daniel Grimwood (piano) *****/*****

DVD	OF	THE	MONTH	 	 	 	 	 	
2056958	/	2056954	El	Sistema


